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When to Choose Remote

Do You Have Remote Employees?
Many businesses are decreasing the number of 
employees in a physical office. Technology and toolkits 
enable efficient collection from multiple custodians in 
diverse locations without the need to leave home.

Do You Want to Reduce Costs?
Recent developments in technology ensure forensically
sound remote collections. This allows businesses to save
on travel related costs, while still adhering to a  
repeatable, reproducible and defensible process.

Do You Need a Fast Turnaround?
Litigation and investigation collections often impose
tight turnaround times, making it necessary to collect as
quickly as possible. Remote collection can be performed 
in multiple locations at the same time resulting in a 

quicker and more efficient overall process.

• We overnight an encrypted hard 

drive

• Working with IT or the custodian, 

we securely execute the collection 

remotely with minimum disruption 

to the custodian

• The encrypted drive is returned 

using the provided prepackaged 

shipping

What We Collect
• Desktop / laptop computers

• Servers / Databases / Network 

Shares

• Mobile Devices

• Flash drives

• Websites

• Cloud-based platforms

• Social Media

• Internet of Things

How We Collect

Employees working remote is now the norm and remote 
collections are rapidly following suit. At TCDI, we have been 
performing remote ESI collections for over 15 years. Our 
experienced forensic analysts work with clients across the 
country to perform forensically sound collections that are 
repeatable, reproducible and defensible for purposes of 
litigation. We work closely with our clients to find the data 
that can help them tell their story.

Who We Are:

• Experienced, certified, and licensed forensics analysts
• Industry leading certification in EnCase Certified 

Examiner (EnCE), Access Data Certified Examiner, and 
GIAC Certified Examiner

Remote Digital Forensics


